
PERSONNEL - COMMITTEE 
Wednesday, February 12, 2020 – 10:00 AM 

 
 
Stephanie DeZalia, Chairperson 
Joseph Giordano, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairwoman DeZalia called this Personnel Meeting to order at 10:00 am with the following 
Supervisors in attendance: Clayton Barber, Robin DeLoria, Archie Depo, Stephanie DeZalia, 
Shaun Gillilland, Joseph Giordano, Roy Holzer, Stephen McNally, Noel Merrihew, James Monty, 
Jay Rand, Jr., Thomas Scozzafava, Jeffrey Subra, Michael Tyler, Joe Pete Wilson and Davina 
Winemiller.  Kenneth Hughes was excused.  Charles Harrington was absent.  

 
Department Heads present: Judy Garrison, Dan Manning, Jennifer Mascarenas and Dan Palmer.  
 
News media:  none present. 
 
 
DEZALIA:  We’ll call the Personnel Committee meeting to order.  We’ll start with Jen, Personnel 
Officer. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Good morning.  I have my monthly report and don’t know if anyone has any 
questions?  That’s it. 
 
DEZALIA:  Any questions for Jen? 
 
WINEMILLER:  Lots of vacant jobs. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Lots of vacant jobs. 
 
DEZALIA:  Okay, thank you Jen. 
 

**** 
  

The next item on the agenda was the Clerk of the Board, Judy Garrison reporting as 
follows: 
 
GARRISON:  Good morning.  I submitted a monthly.  If anyone has any questions on it.  That is 
all I have this month. 
 
DEZALIA:  Any questions for Judy? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Maybe Mr. Rand would like to put a OTB parlor in Lake Placid?  We tried with 
three other supervisors and they all said no.  
 
RAND:  No Tom. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  I don’t even know, are there parlors out there anymore?   
 
MANNING: Everything is online now. 
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PALMER: I think they still do. 
 
DEZALIA: Alright, anything else for Judy?  No, thank you. 
 

**** 
  

The next item on the agenda was the County Attorney, Dan Manning reporting as follows: 
 
MANNING: I just have one thing our contract with Serkil expired on January 1 of this year and the 
county is in the process of negotiating a new two-year extension with them however, the Principal 
of Serkil gone on a vacation somewhere to the Islands and we haven’t been able to nail down all 
terms so what I would like to do is ask for a motion and a second authorizing the County Chairman 
or County Manager to execute a letter agreement with Serkil to continue the existing contract until 
April 1st or April 30th ? 
 
PALMER: Yeah, let’s do April 30th. 
 
MANNING: Until April 30th so it will continue our existing contract of all terms, conditions, 
protection to April 30th and by that time we’ll have the new two-year contract. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER TO 
EXECUTE A LETTER AGREEMENT WITH SERKIL CONTINUING THE EXISTING CONTRACT 
UNTIL APRIL 30, 2020.  Scozzafava, Giordano 
 
DEZALIA:  Any questions? 
 
SUBRA:  Can I just make a comment on Serkil?  This is relating but I had one of our recycle 
attendants say that one of the three Serkil drivers on the transfers are refusing to pick up their 
trailers if our guys didn’t get down in the pit and help them and I had a big ruckus with the State 
because of the guarding and everything so my employees are instructed not to help Serkil at all 
and if they have a problem to immediately call me but I wanted to make that note that we are 
having difficulty with Serkil kind of muscling our guys which they are not permitted to be down in 
the pit because of this guarding and such but I do want to make that mention and I’ll take the heat 
on it but we need to clear this up as far as operational.  I guess it’s three drivers, one particularly 
that’s, he said he’ll refuse to pick up and it just creates a big mess so if we’re going to play by the 
rules, we’re going to play by the rules across the board. 
 
DEZALIA: Any other discussion? 
 
PALMER:  Why don’t we let Jim come up. 
 
DEZALIA: Come on up. 
 
DOUGAN:  Jeff just made me aware of that.  I will deal with it with Serkil.  Jeff just made me aware 
of that’s what’s going on and I will deal with it. 
 
DEZALIA:  Okay. 
 
DOUGAN: In general, as we negotiate this new two-year contract there’s a few things like that in 
the way that they operate and the way that they present themselves that I think should be 
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addressed. 
 
DELORIA:  Jim do you know off hand if there is anything in the current contract that gives them 
any wiggle room on muscling them in Schroon Lake? 
 
PALMER: I don’t think there’s any language related to that in terms of that current agreement. 
 
DELORIA:  Pick up means pick up. 
 
MANNING: Right, they are responsible.  They are paid well. 
 
DOUGAN:  It’s personalities okay?  It’s personalities and we’ll deal with some of that because 
some of them are good, some of them are helpful you know I’ve heard a few complaints that I 
needed to speak with the principal owner of Serkil about just in the snow that we’ve got this past, 
what they expect is sometimes not appropriate so we need to go through all those terms and I 
intend to when he gets back. 
 
WINEMILLER:  I just wanted to mention on the lines of the Serkil drivers, our bins in St. Armand 
are a little bit different in that they are closed and that they have these windows and in particular, 
the glass one they throw the glass in, the last two times we’ve called Serkil to pick up the glass 
container they’ve come, looked at it and said, well, you can fit more in even though it’s up to the 
very small and they suggested that our employees take a rake and shove the glass down further.  
I personally don’t feel that is safe and you know, you can only fit so much in there obviously we 
don’t want them to come and get a half empty bin but I also don’t feel that I want my people 
shoving a rake and their arm and half of their upper body into this container, to try and get every 
last millimeter of space. 
 
DOUGAN: Call me.  When you guys are having these issues call me when they happen and try 
and let me know. 
 
WINEMILLER: I called Serkil. 
 
PALMER:  It’s more effective if you call Jim. 
 
WINEMILLER: Okay. 
 
GILLILLAND:  The solid waste committee headed by Joe, has been working and put in a 
recommendation last year to renew with Serkil and then to a long term looking for other 
requirements or alternatives to additional requirements we may have in recycling, etc.  So please, 
keep Joe in the loop on the communication on any issues you are having down there so he can 
start to compile these issues and we start to work on a long term solution. 
 
RAND:  I’d just like to thank you Jim for your response quickly that you’ve given us in reference 
to the citations. It’s been a huge help getting everything straightened out and every time we’ve 
asked, you’ve been there. We really appreciate it. 
 
DOUGAN: Thank you. 
 
DEZALIA:  Anything further? 
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SCOZZAFAVA: I know yesterday that we’ve got some new recycling containers which is nice. 
 
DOUGAN:  We’re working on equipment. We have out to bid a tractor right now, we’re about to 
put out another container and then with that plan, that ten-year plan that you guys approved for 
equipment we’re trying to pro-actively go after those things but please, call me with the questions 
when they arise so that they are fresh in everybody’s mind to use that old analogy of when a dog 
wets on the carpet you deal with it right away. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Tony usually gets right on top of things. 
 
DOUGAN: He will and there’s some personalities there, some things have changed but call me 
and I will try and deal with it.  I think that’s important that we get some of this cleaned up in the 
new contract and if the Solid Waste Committee looks at that because even looking at what our 
own responsibilities are whether the town or the county on all these things to make sure this 
equipment that we’re spending money on lasts is important in that discussion. 
 
DEZALIA:  Anything further for Jim?  Thank you Jim.   
We have a resolution on the floor, so all in favor, any opposed – so moved. 
Anything else, any other discussions for the Personnel Committee? 
 
WILSON: I would like to put a resolution on the floor for an appointment to the Essex-Franklin-
Library System Board.  I want to move a resolution by the recommendation of the Trustees of the 
Clinton-Essex-Franklin-Library System to appoint Christopher Drennan to represent Essex 
County on their board. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF CHRISTOPHER DRENNAN TO FILL 
THE VACANT SEAT OF CHARLES THOMPSON, ON THE CLINTON-ESSEX-FRANKLIN 
LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR A FIVE-YEAR TERM BEGINNING JANUARY 1, 2020 
TO DECEMBER 31, 2024.  Giordano, Winemiller. 
 
WILSON: Thank you. 
 
DEZALIA:  Thank you Joe Pete.  Anything further before Personnel?  Okay, adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Personnel Committee it was 
adjourned at 10:10 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
 


